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The problem of the existence of the forbidden gaps in the 
energy spectrum of electrons in systems without long range 
order is an old one 11.2/ lfuile for completely disordered sys
tems one cannot expect to have forbidden gaps, the general 
belief is that the existence of energy gaps depends to a 
great degree on the short range order and it is generally 
independent of the degree of long range order. For one-di
mensional systems, this has been proved by Borland 131but to 
our best knowledge no proof exists for higher dimensional 
systems. The aim of this letter is to provide such a proof. 
The surprising fact is that the proof is quite simple, 
almost trivial. In fact, after the completion of this work, 
we became aware of the fact that the basic ideas underlying 
the two steps of the proof were known* for a Tong time: 
i) the "shift" of the disorder from the potential energy.to 
the kinetic energy has been used long time ago by Gubanov 141; 
ii) the control of the perturbation theory can be achieved by 
general theory of singular perturbations 15( 

We shall write the proof for three-dimensional systems, 
but in fact, the proof does not depend on the dimension of 
the system. , 

Let V(;) be a periodic function and 

be the Hamiltonian representing the "ideal" periodic system. 
About V we shall suppose that 

iimiiV-
1 -11=0. (2) 

a--1o0<> T+ a 

The condition {2) is usual in nonrelativistic quantum mecha
nics and is a rather weak one; in particular, it' is enough 
that (in three-dimensions) V(i)is square integrable on the 
unit cell (ref.161 Th. XIII96). · 

*We are grateful to Drs. L.Banyai and N.Angelescu for poin
ting us the relevant literature. 
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Let g, (i), i ~ 1,2.3 be 
property tbat 

a C3 vector function with the 

ag 
sup max I --1 I < 1 
~ i.pl.2.3 ax, -

a2g, 
sup max I :51 
it;;R3 i.j.k=t.2.3ax i iJx k 

We shall represent disorderd systems by the following 
type of Hamiltonians 

1.i2 .... ... __. 
H ~---11. ~+ V(x +<g(x)) c T+ V 

t: 2m ][ ~ 

(3) 

(4) 

where t:_ is a pos:i;tive ~her .. The_ periodic system is recove
red by t: = 0 ... In general, for small E , there is ·_still a 
shor-t range. order; hut at ~ong distances the order is lost, 
the characteristic length being o£: order a/t: , ,where a is 
the liJiear dimension ·of th~ unit cel,l .. Our result is: 

Theorem J .. _ Suppose that [a. b) CR is in the resolvent set 
of H 0 ,[a,b]C p(H 0 ). Then for sufficiently small '• 
there exist a~ a£ <bE 5. b such that: [a£ , bt:] C p(HE ) .. 
Moreover, 

lim a =a~ 
t:-0 E 

(5) 

Proof of Th .. l .. Before entering the technicalities·, let us 
give the main ideas~ The difficulty is due to the fact that 
the problem does not have a small parameter on which a 
perturbation approach should be based~ Then, in the first 
step, we shall shift by a change of variable, the disorder 
from the potential energy to the kinetic energy .. In the new 
representation, the kinetic energy can be written as the 

fi2 • . . 
SUi"! of the usual t.erm - ~:-" and a perturbat1on~ The pr1ce 
is that altough the perturbation te~ contains £ 

as a factor, it is rather singular .. The second step is to 
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show that this singular perturbation can be controlled. 
1st. step. There exists £ 0 >0 such that for 0<£:::_( 0 

ag . (x) 1 
J (it}= detl a .. +< --'1--l > - . 

( lJ ax . - 2 
J 

Then one can define the following Unitary operator 
u, : L 2 ( R 3) ~ L 2 ( R 3) 

-+ -+ Y.2 -+ "-Jo-+ 
(U f)(x) = [J (x)] f(x + < g(x)). 

' ' 
Consider 

3y direct computation 

(U~ V, u, f)(;)= V(;) f(;), 

where D( has the following from 

t2 3 
D =-[ ~ 

£ 2m i,j=l 

.... a2 s --~- a .... 
A .. (x) ___;:, __ + ~ B . (x)- + C (x)] 

lJ axiaxj jel J ax. 

( 6). 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(I 0) 

and all coefficients appearing in (10) are uniformly bounded 
with respect to X ~;;; R 3 and ( c:- (0, ( 0 ) , by a constant K. 

2nd.step.From the functional calculus, one has for 
z~R(dl= lz~ C IRez :;-d<O I 

Y11-a- _a_ --1 - II < t, 
2m ax 1 axi T-z -

t 2 a 1 t 2 v. -11- -II<(--) 
2m ax 1 T-z - 8md 

(II) 

From (10) and (II) it follows that for 0<<< < 0 and z~R(d) 

liD, T~z ll:':k(d). (12) 
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The condition (2) assures the existence of d 0 < ,.,., 
that for z.;; R{d 0 ) 

such 

1 1 
IIV 'l'-z II :S 2· (13) 

Then using the identity 

----=~-- ~ _1_.(1 + v _1 -) -1 
T+V-z T-z T-z 

( !4) 

one obtains for O<r:<r: 0 , zG-R(d 0 ) 

(IS) 

and the use of Th. VI 5. 12 from Kato' s book 151 finishes the 
proof of the theorem. 

Remark 

Even without relying on the general theorems of pertur
bation theory, the proof of the Th.l is immediate.\Suppose 

,<[2k(d
0)]-1 The following formula valid for Rez 0 <-do 

-~---~--1--i(l +<D --..::
1--) X 

T + V +! D -z T + V- z c T + V - z 0 ' 

-1 shows that (T+V+<D, -z) 

I Ji -1 

T+V-z 

exists for all z<;;p(T+V) 

satisfying 

(16) 

In particular, if A is middle of a gap of magnitude ~E 
then ,\<;p(H,) if 
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' < 
t.E(l- 2'k(d0 )) 

4k(d 0)(1.+ d0 ) 
(17) 

Applied tD con~rete 
rough) estimate of 
exists. 
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